Abstract-In this paper, we propose a two-timescale delay-optimal base station discontinuous transmission (BS-DTX) control and user scheduling for downlink coordinated MIMO systems with energy harvesting capability. To reduce the complexity and signaling overhead in practical systems, the BS-DTX control is adaptive to both the energy state information (ESI) and the data queue state information (QSI) over a longer timescale. The user scheduling is adaptive to the ESI, the QSI and the channel state information (CSI) over a shorter timescale. We show that the two-timescale delay-optimal control problem can be modeled as an infinite horizon average cost partially observed Markov decision problem (POMDP), which is well known to be a difficult problem in general. By using sample-path analysis and exploiting specific problem structure, we first obtain some structural results on the optimal control policy and derive an equivalent Bellman equation with reduced state space. To reduce the complexity and facilitate distributed implementation, we obtain a delay-aware distributed solution with the BS-DTX control at the BS controller (BSC) and the user scheduling at each cluster manager (CM) using approximate dynamic programming and distributed stochastic learning. We show that the proposed distributed two-timescale algorithm converges almost surely. Furthermore, using queueing theory, stochastic geometry, and optimization techniques, we derive sufficient conditions for the data queues to be stable in the coordinated MIMO network and discuss various design insights.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NTER-CELL interference is a critical performance bottleneck in cellular networks. The interference mitigation techniques can be roughly classified into two types, namely coordinated multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques and cooperative MIMO techniques, according to the required backhaul consumption [1] . For coordinated MIMO techniques, only the channel state information (CSI) is shared among MIMO base stations (BSs) through backhaul for the coordinated beamforming design at each BS to combat interference [2] . On the other hand, for cooperative MIMO techniques, both the CSI and the payload data are shared among MIMO BSs through backhaul for joint precoder designs at all the BSs to combat interference [3] . Since CSI sharing is performed for each transmission frame, while data sharing is operated for each data symbol, coordinated MIMO consumes much less backhaul capacity than cooperative MIMO at the expense of performance (e.g., degrees of freedom). Due to the limited degrees of freedom and the limited backhaul capacity at each BS, global cooperation or coordination of all the BSs in the network is not possible and the BSs are organized into disjoint clusters [4] , [3] . The BSs within each cluster cooperatively serve the users associated with them, which lowers the system complexity and completely eliminates intra-cluster interference. For example, in [4] , multi-antenna BSs in each fixed cluster adopt coordinated beamforming to serve the single-antenna users in their own cells and avoid the interference to the users served by other BSs in the same cluster. In [3] , the authors propose a BS cooperation strategy for fixed clusters, including full intra-cluster cooperation to eliminate intra-cluster interference and limited inter-cluster coordination to reduce cluster edge interference.
However, all these works focus on physical layer performance (such as sum throughput) in cellular networks. They ignore the bursty data arrivals and assume infinite backlogs of packets at the transmitter. In other words, the information flows are assumed to be delay-insensitive. The resulting control policy is adaptive to the CSI only and it cannot guarantee good delay performance for delay-sensitive applications [3] , [4] . In practice, a lot of applications have bursty arrivals and they are delay-sensitive. It is very important to take into account the delay performance in designing the cross-layer interference control algorithms for the coordinated MIMO systems. The control policy for delay-sensitive applications should be adaptive to both the CSI and the queue state information (QSI). 1 The motivation can be illustrated by the following example, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Under cluster-based cooperative or coordinated MIMO, mobile stations (MSs) only suffer from inter-cluster interference, as intra-cluster interference is eliminated. Therefore, cluster edge MSs suffer much more interference than cluster center MSs. In this work, we are interested in investigating delay-aware BS-discontinuous transmission (BS-DTX) control and user scheduling to reduce inter-cluster interference and save energy of the whole network. To maximize the sum throughput, the conventional CSI-based BS-DTX control and 1 The CSI gives the knowledge about good opportunity of channels to transmit whereas the QSI gives the knowledge about the urgency of data flows. user scheduling always favors cluster center MSs while starves cluster edge MSs. This may lead to infinite delay of cluster edge MSs and hence, infinite average delay of all the MSs. However, the QSI and CSI based design will dynamically favor different types of MSs to capture the urgency of data flows and the good opportunity of channels. Therefore, it can guarantee good delay performance. However, the design framework taking into account the queueing delay and the physical layer performance is far from trivial as it involves both queuing theory (to model the queuing dynamics) and information theory (to model the physical layer dynamics).
In addition, recent initiatives towards green communications have driven the design of wireless infrastructure to be more energy-efficient. One energy-efficient design is to exploit renewable energy at BSs. For example, in [5] and [6] , the authors extend the Lyapunov optimization framework to derive efficient energy management algorithms for energy harvesting networks. In [7] , the authors consider dynamic node activation in energy harvesting sensor networks and propose a simple threshold-based node activation policy to achieve near-optimal system throughput. Similarly, all these papers focus on physical layer throughput performance and the nodes are powered by renewable energy source only with infinite energy storage size.
In this paper, we consider delay-optimal BS-DTX control and user scheduling algorithm in downlink energy harvesting coordinated MIMO systems with limited renewable energy storage. There are various first-order technical challenges involved in solving the problem.
• Renewable and Grid Power Control: The transmit power of a BS comes from both renewable and grid power sources, which have very different properties. The grid power has stable power supply but there is cost associated with it. On the other hand, the renewable power is virtually free but it has random supply inputs and limited energy storage capacities. Therefore, the power control should also be adaptive to the renewable energy state information (ESI). It is highly nontrivial to strike a balance between the ESI, QSI and CSI in the control design.
• Delay-aware Low Complexity Distributed Algorithm:
There are various approaches to handle delay-aware resource control. The Lyapunov drift approach can obtain throughput-optimal policies [5] , [6] . However, throughput optimality is only a weak form of delay performance and it is also of great interest to study delay-optimal policies, which minimize the average delay. A systematic approach in dealing with delay-optimal resource control is via Markov decision process (MDP) and dynamic programming techniques [8] . But brute-force solutions such as value iteration and policy iteration to MDP involve exponential computational complexity, i.e., the curse of dimensionality [8] , and lead to centralized solutions (based on knowledge of global system state information), which involve huge signaling overhead. Therefore, it is highly desirable to obtain delay-aware low complexity and distributed control with guaranteed delay performance.
• Performance Analysis: Besides algorithm development,
it is also important to analyze the system performance to understand how it is affected by the renewable energy storage size and the interference coupling in cellular networks. In [9] , the authors study the coverage and rate of cellular networks without BS coordination using stochastic geometry [10] . The analysis for coordinated MIMO network is more challenging due to the asymmetric topology induced by clustering. In addition, the analysis becomes more involved when queueing dynamics of data queues and renewable energy queues are considered. In this paper, we propose a two-timescale delay-aware BS-DTX control and user scheduling for energy harvesting downlink coordinated MIMO systems. The BS-DTX control is adaptive to both the ESI and the QSI over a longer timescale. The user scheduling is adaptive to the ESI, the QSI and the CSI over a shorter timescale. We show that the two-timescale delay-optimal control problem can be modeled as an infinite horizon average cost partially observed Markov decision process (POMDP), which is well known to be a difficult problem [11] . By using sample-path analysis and exploiting the specific problem structure, we first obtain some structural results on the optimal control policy and derive an equivalent Bellman equation with reduced state space. To reduce the complexity and facilitate distributed implementation, we obtain a delay-aware distributed solution with the BS-DTX control at the BS controller (BSC) and the user scheduling at each cluster manager (CM) using approximate dynamic programming and distributed stochastic learning. We prove the almost-sure convergence of the proposed distributed algorithm. Furthermore, using queueing theory, stochastic geometry and optimization techniques, we characterize the sufficient conditions for data queues in the coordinated MIMO networks to be stable. Based on the analysis, we discuss the impacts of the interference coupling and the size of renewable energy storage on network performance. Finally, we compare the proposed algorithm with various baseline schemes and show that significant delay performance gain can be achieved.
II. SYSTEM MODELS
In this section, we shall elaborate on the system architecture, the physical layer model as well as the bursty source model.
A. Architecture of Downlink Distributed MIMO Systems
We consider a downlink coordinated MIMO system consisting of multi-antenna BSs and single-antenna MSs as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each BS has transmit antennas. Let denote the set of MS indices associated with the th BS and denote the set of MS indices in the network. The set of BSs are partitioned into coordination clusters, 2 i.e., and , where denotes the set of BSs in cluster . Each coordination cluster contains neighboring BSs and is managed by a CM and all the CMs are managed by a BSC. The BSs in the same cluster share the CSI and perform coordinated beamforming [1] to combat intra-cluster interference. Besides conventional grid power source, each BS is able to harvest energy from the environment, e.g., using solar panels [12] . At each BS, there is a renewable energy queue (battery) with limited capacity for storing the harvested energy. In addition, at each BS, there are multiple data queues for buffering the packets to all the MSs associated with the BS (one queue for each MS) as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
B. Physical Layer Model
Let and denote the complex small-scale fading vector and the long-term path gain between the th BS and the th MS, where denotes the finite discrete complex CSI state space. Let and denote the intra-cluster CSI at the th CM and the aggregation of the CSI over clusters, respectively. The time dimension is partitioned into scheduling slots indexed by with slot duration (second).
Assumption 1 (Quasi-static Fading):
is constant in each scheduling slot for all . Furthermore, each element of vector follows a general distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. The distribution of each element of vector is i.i.d. over scheduling slots and independent with respect to (w.r.t.)
. The long-term path gain remains constant for the duration of the communication session.
We assume all the BSs in the system share a common spectrum. Let denote the binary BS-DTX control action of the th BS, where indicates the th BS is active and otherwise. Between the coordination clusters, the inter-cluster interference is managed by a binary BS-DTX control action , where is the aggregate BS-DTX control action space and specifies the BS-DTX patterns [13] . Since each BS has renewable and grid power sources, we have , where and denote the power contribution from the renewable power and grid power sources of the th BS, respectively. Let denote the user scheduling action of the th MS, where indicates the th MS is selected to receive packets and otherwise. Thus, users are selected according to a user scheduling action , where is the aggregate user scheduling action space. In each slot, each active BS selects one MS to serve. Within each coordination cluster, the active BSs combat the intra-cluster interference using coordinated beamforming [1] , 2 For simplicity, we assume is a multiple of .
[2], [4] . Let and denote the instantaneous transmit power of the th BS and the information symbols for the th MS, respectively. The received signal at the th MS of the th cell in the th cluster is given by where is the AWGN noise and is the zero-forcing beamforming weight for the th MS at the th BS. Specifically, is given by the solution 3 of the zero-forcing problem:
and . The receive SINR at the th MS of the th cell in the th cluster is given by (1) where is the receive power and is the inter-cluster interference power. We consider the following packet transmission model.
Assumption 2 (Packet Transmission Model):
One data packet with certain fixed packet size can be successfully received by the th MS if the receive SINR exceeds a certain threshold 4 , i.e.,
. There exists a state-action pair , such that .
C. Bursty Source Model and Queue Dynamics
Let and be the number of packets arriving to the MSs and the number of renewable energy units 5 arriving to the BSs at the end of the th scheduling slot, respectively. We have the following assumptions regarding the bursty data and renewable energy arrival processes. for all (each active BS selects one MS in its cell).
Remark 1 (Motivation of Two-Timescale Control Policy):
The two-timescale control is a constraint we impose due to the following practical reasons. The QSI and ESI are changing on a longer timescale (several slots) while the CSI is changing on a shorter timescale (per-slot). The BS-DTX control is usually implemented at the BSC for interference reduction and energy saving of the whole network. As a result, the BS-DTX control cannot afford to be running on a per-slot basis, due to the high complexity and signaling overhead in collecting the local CSI from all the BSs. Therefore, it is desirable to make it a function of the ESI and QSI only. On the other hand, the low complexity distributed user scheduling is implemented locally at each CM (similar to HSDPA in current 3G networks) and they can afford to run on a per-slot basis and adapt to the ESI, QSI and CSI.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND OPTIMAL SOLUTION
In this section, we shall formulate the delay-optimal control problem and derive some structural properties for the optimal solution.
A. Delay-Optimal Problem Formulation
Under Assumptions 1, 3 and 4, the induced random process for a given feasible control policy is a Markov chain with the following transition probability (4) As a result, given a feasible control policy , the average delay cost per stage of the th MS starting from a given initial state is given by (5) where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the measure induced by the policy and is a monotonic increasing cost function 6 of . Similarly, given a feasible control policy , the average grid power cost per stage of the th BS starting from a given initial state is given by (6) We are interested in minimizing the average delay cost of each MS in (5) and the average grid power cost of each BS in (6) . For some positive constants and , define
.
Probem 1 (Two-Timescale Delay-Optimal Control):
For some positive constants and , the delay-optimal problem is formulated as . The control policy satisfies the two-timescale requirement in Definition 1.
Remark 2 (Interpretation of and ): For each pair, the solution to Problem 1 corresponds to a point on the Pareto optimal delay/grid power tradeoff curve of a multi-objective optimization problem.
Remark 3 (Two-Timescale Control and POMDP): By twotimescale requirement, the BS-DTX control policy is defined on the partial system state , while the user scheduling policy is defined on the complete system state . Due to the two-timescale control constraint as in Definition 1, Problem 1 is a POMDP.
B. Policy and State Space Reduction
Problem 1 belongs to POMDP, which is well known to be a challenging problem in general. Yet, we shall exploit some special structures in our problem to reduce the policy and state spaces. Based on that, we can simplify the POMDP. We first have the following lemma on the structural property of the BS-DTX control, which helps to reduce the policy space. 7 Lemma 1 (Structure of Optimal BS-DTX Control): Let the BS-DTX control for the th slot be denoted by , which is a mapping from the partial system state to the BS-DTX control action . Conditioned on any , the optimal and satisfy and for all and all .
Remark 4 (Interpretation of Lemma 1):
We are inclined to consume renewable power first and keep the size of the energy queue small. Because renewable power is free while grid power has cost, and we suffer from renewable energy loss for when the energy queue size is large. Based on Lemma 1, without loss of optimality, we can first solve Problem 1 over a reduced policy , where and then obtain the optimal and from the optimal using Lemma 1.
Next, we exploit the i.i.d. property of the CSI to reduce the state space. We first define partitioned actions below.
Definition 2 (Partitioned Actions): Given , we define as the collection of actions and for all possible CSI conditioned on a given ESI and QSI pair . and are therefore equal to the union of all partitioned actions, i.e., and . Based on Lemma 1 and Definition 2, the optimal control policy in Problem 1 can be obtained by solving an equivalent Bellman equation over a reduced state space, which is summarized in the lemma below.
Lemma 2 (Equivalent Bellman Equation for POMDP):
The optimal control policy for Problem 1 can be obtained 7 All the proofs are omitted due to page limit and interested readers can refer to our full version in [14] for details.
by solving the following equivalent Bellman equation w.r.t. :
where is the per-stage cost function, is the transition kernel, is the optimal value for all , i.e., and is called the potential function. Furthermore, if attains the minimum of the R.H.S. of (7) for all , the stationary policy is optimal (i.e., ).
Remark 5 (Interpretation of Equivalent Bellman Equation):
The equivalent Bellman equation in (7) is defined on the reduced space of only. Nevertheless, by solving (7), we can obtain a stationary BS-DTX policy , which is a function of , and a stationary user scheduling policy , which is a function of .
C. Centralized Optimal BS-DTX Control and User Scheduling
To facilitate the BS-DTX control, which is only adaptive to , we introduce the BS-DTX control Q-factor w.r.t. the BS-DTX control action . Based on Lemma 2, we summarize the optimal BS-DTX control in the following corollary.
Corollary 1 (Optimal BS-DTX Control):
The optimal BS-DTX control is given by (8) where is the BS-DTX control -factor given by the following Bellman equation w.r.t. :
As the distributions of the energy and data arrival processes are unknown to the controllers, we introduce the post-decision state potential function to determine the user selection [15] . The post-decision state is defined to be the virtual partial system state immediately after making an action before the new renewable energy and data arrive. 8 Based on Lemma 2, we summarize the optimal user scheduling in the following corollary.
Corollary 2 (Optimal User Scheduling):
The optimal user scheduling is given by (10) where is the optimal BS-DTX control action
given by (8) , denotes the feasible user scheduling action space under the BS-DTX control action , , and .
is the post-decision state potential function given by the following Bellman equation w.r.t.
[15]:
where and .
Remark 6 (Complexity of Centralized Delay-Optimal Solution):
The complexity of obtaining the original -factor and the associated BS-DTX control is . The complexity of obtaining the original post-decision state potential function and the associated user scheduling is .
IV. LOW COMPLEXITY DELAY-AWARE DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION
Obtaining the optimal control in (8) and (10) has exponential complexity and requires centralized implementation at the BSC and knowledge of the aggregation of the ESI, QSI and CSI, which leads to huge signaling overhead. In this section, we shall first introduce a randomized base policy. Based on that, we shall propose a low complexity distributed deterministic policy using approximate dynamic programming [8] . We shall show that the 8 For example, is the state at the beginning of some slot (also called the pre-decision state) and making an action leads to with given by (1) . Then, the post-decision state immediately after the action is , where , where
. If new arrivals and occur in the post-decision state, and the CSI changes to , then the system reaches the next actual state, i.e., pre-decision state .
proposed solution has better performance than the randomized base policy.
A. Randomized Base Policy
We first introduce a randomized base policy.
Definition 3 (Randomized Base Policy):
A randomized base policy is denoted as . The randomized base policy for BS-DTX control is given by a distribution on the action space of , i.e., . The randomized base policy for user scheduling is given by a mapping from the CSI to a probability distribution on the action space of , i.e., . Under a randomized base policy, the corresponding -factor and post-decision potential function have the following decomposition structure.
Lemma 3 (Decomposition under Randomized Base Policy): Given any randomized base policy , the -factor and the potential function associated with the equivalent Bellman equations in (9) and (11) can be expressed as: and , where (12) (13) with
B. Low Complexity Delay-Aware Distributed Solution
Based on the randomized base policy , we shall obtain a low complexity distributed deterministic policy by -factor and potential function approximation.
1) BS-DTX Control Policy Over a Longer Timescale:
To reduce the complexity and to facilitate distributed implementation, we approximate the BS-DTX control -factor in (9) by , i.e.,
where is given by the per-flow fixed point equation in (12) . The BSC determines the BS-DTX control based on the aggregation of the ESI and QSI according to (15) 
Remark 7 (Complexity of the BS-DTX Control):
Under the linear -factor approximation in (14) , the complexity of obtaining the BS-DTX control is reduced from to . To further reduce the complexity w.r.t. , we can partition the BSs into macro-groups with size . The BS-DTX control in (15) can be done for each of the macro-groups separately [13] . In practice, and hence, the complexity becomes , which is linear w.r.t. .
2) Distributed User Scheduling Policy at the CM Over a Shorter Timescale:
To reduce the complexity and to facilitate distributed implementation of the user scheduling, we approximate the post-decision state potential function in (11) by , i.e.,
where is given by the per-flow fixed point equation in (13) . Substituting the approximation in (16) into the optimal user scheduling in (10), the user scheduling solution under the approximation is summarized below.
Lemma 4 (Distributed User Scheduling):
Under the linear potential function approximation in (16), the distributed user scheduling action of the th cluster based on the per-cluster ESI, QSI and CSI under obtained by (15) is given by (17) where denotes the feasible user scheduling action space of cluster under the BS-DTX control action .
Remark 8 (Complexity of the User Scheduling):
The user scheduling in (17) is a function of the per-cluster ESI, QSI and CSI, and is computed locally at each CM. Under the linear potential function approximation in (16) , the complexity of user scheduling is reduced from to .
C. Performance of Low Complexity Delay-Aware Distributed Solution
The key motivation of the linear approximations in (14) and (16) is to facilitate distributed control. The following theorem shows that the proposed distributed policy always achieves better performance than the randomized base policy. In this section, we shall propose an online distributed stochastic learning algorithm with almost-sure convergence to estimate and . Since the statistics of and are unknown to the controller, instead of computing and of a chosen offline by solving the fixed point equations in (12) and (13) 
where
, , , . is the reference BS-DTX control action and are the reference states 9 for the -factor update in (18) and the potential function update in (19) , respectively.
are diminishing positive step size sequences satisfying the following conditions:
. The convergence of Algorithm 1 is summarized below.
Lemma 5 (Convergence of Algorithm 1):
The iterative updates of the per-flow -factor and the per-flow potential function in (18) and (19) converge almost surely, i.e., a.s. and a.s. , where and are the solutions of the fixed point equations in (12) and (13), respectively.
VI. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we shall analyze the stability conditions for the data queues in the coordinated MIMO networks with infinite data buffer size and finite energy storage size , and discuss various design insights. We have the following assumption on the BS and MS distributions.
Assumption 5 (BS and MS Distributions):
The location of the BSs follows a homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP) of density and the location of the MSs follows some independent stationary point process in the Euclidean plane [9] , [10] . Each MS is associated with the closest BS, i.e., the MSs in the Voronoi cell of a BS are associated with it.
To simplify the analysis, we consider a homogeneous network with , and . In addition, we assume the CSI follows complex Gaussian fading and the long-term path gain follows standard power law , where is the distance between BS and MS and is the path loss exponent. Furthermore, the renewable energy and bursty data arrivals under Assumptions 3 and 4 are specialized to Bernoulli processes, i.e., , and for all and . We consider the following randomized BS-DTX policy. Definition 4 (Randomized BS-DTX control Policy): At each slot , each BS is active with probability , i.e., , if ; otherwise. 9 The reference action and states are used to bootstrap the online learning algorithms [16] for (18) and (19) respectively. Without loss of generality, we set , , , and .
In the following, we shall analyze the sufficient conditions for the queue stability (i.e., having a steady state limiting distribution for [17] ) under the randomized policy in Definition 4 of a randomly chosen user.
A. Stability Analysis for Systems without BS Coordination
In this case, we consider no coordination among BSs . Using stochastic geometry [10] and the technique of parallel dominant queues [18] , [19] , the following lemma summarizes the sufficient condition for the queue stability of a randomly chosen MS at a distance from its BS. 10 Lemma 6 (Sufficient Condition for Queue Stability without BS Coordination): The data queue of a randomly chosen MS is stable if (22) In addition, corresponds to the maximum average grid power cost per BS . , and
Remark 9 (Interpretation of Lemma 6):
can be interpreted as the probability that a energy queue is non-empty in a parallel dominant network, 11 i.e.,
. It can be easily verified that increases as increases and , which corresponds to the case with infinite energy storage size. In addition, .
B. Stability Analysis for Systems with BS Coordination
In this part, we extend the analysis to the case with BS coordination . For a randomly chosen MS, the interference comes from the active BSs outside its cluster. Hence, we need to consider the distribution of the coordination clusters and the associated analysis is more challenging than the case without BS coordination [9] . 10 When and , the result in (22) reduces to the coverage probability for cellular networks without BS coordination in [9] . 11 In the parallel dominant network, dummy packets are transmitted if a data queue is empty. 12 Note that implies for most of the cases we are interested in, as we usually have in practical systems.
C. Optimization of Randomized Policy
We are interested in maximizing under grid power constraint w.r. , more renewable energy can be accumulated due to less renewable energy loss when the energy storage is full, and hence more traffic loading can be supported. However, corresponds to the interference-limited region, in which the traffic loading supported cannot be increased by accumulating more renewable energy through increasing . On the other hand, for any given , the loading supported by the energy harvesting systems increases as increases. Intuitively, the gain comes from the BS coordination.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we shall compare the delay performance of the proposed delay-aware low complexity distributed scheme with the following two baseline schemes using simulation.
• Baseline 1 [CSI-based Single Cell Scheme]: Baseline 1 refers to the randomized BS-DTX control and CSI-based user scheduling without BS coordination. Each multi-antenna BS uses maximal ratio combining (MRC) and selects one MS with the maximum successful packet transmission probability based on the observed local CSI.
• Baseline 2 [CSI-based Clustered Coordinated MIMO Scheme]: Baseline 2 refers to the randomized BS-DTX control and CSI-based clustered coordinated MIMO with the same coordinated beamforming as the proposed scheme. Each CM determines the user scheduling to maximize the sum successful packet transmission probability of each cluster based on the observed per-cluster CSI. In the simulation, we consider a cellular system with 19 BSs, each has a coverage of 500 m and 2 mobiles per cell, which distribute uniformly in the cell-edge with range [400 m, 500 m] from the BS. We apply the Urban Macrocell Model in 3GPP [20] with path loss model given by , where (in m) is the distance from the transmitter to the receiver. Each element of is . The total bandwidth is 1 MHz. The BS transmit power is and is the same for all . The threshold is , and for all . We consider Bernoulli arrival processes for the renewable energy and busty data arrivals. The buffer size is pcks. Fig. 2 illustrates the average delay versus the energy storage size at average transmit grid power 15 dBm. It can be observed that the average delay decreases as the energy storage size increases for all the schemes. Fig. 3 illustrates the average delay versus the average transmit power cost for different number of transmit antennas . It can be observed that the average delay of Baseline 2 and the proposed scheme decreases as increases. This demonstrates that BS coordination improves the delay performance. Fig. 4 illustrates the convergence property of the proposed distributed online learning algorithm for estimating the per-flow potential function and the per-flow -factor. It can be observed that the proposed distributed learning algorithm converges quite fast. Furthermore, the average delay at the 500th scheduling slot is 4.1853 pcks, which is much smaller than the other baselines. 
VIII. SUMMARY
In this paper, we propose a two-timescale delay-optimal BS-DTX control and user scheduling for energy harvesting downlink coordinated MIMO networks. We show that the twotimescale delay-optimal control problem can be modeled as a POMDP and derive the optimal centralized control. To reduce the complexity and facilitate the distributed implementation, we obtain a distributed solution with the BS-DTX control at the BSC based on the aggregation of the ESI and QSI and the user scheduling at each CM based on the per-cluster ESI, QSI and CSI with guaranteed delay performance. We prove the almost-sure convergence of the proposed distributed two-timescale algorithm. Furthermore, we analyze the stability conditions for the data queues in coordinated MIMO networks and discuss various design insights.
